English Schools Track and Field Championships, Gateshead, 8th – 9th July 2016
First of all can I thank you all for the gift you gave me while we were away. It was most
unexpected but your thoughtfulness is very much appreciated. I have valued the friendships
I have developed through Avon Schools and hope sincerely that I will be able to continue
them.
I also want to thank you for giving up your weekend to act as team managers. Your help and
support is greatly appreciated by both the athletes and myself.
The kit is now washed and checked with only a couple of athletes to chase so many thanks,
Karis.
I have now tabulated the results and attached them for you all to see.
Not one of our better years but there were some good performances with many athletes
achieving PBs. Although there were some disappointing results many of the athletes that did
not have standards when we travelled up either achieved one or produced a PB.

Enya Maylor - JG 1500m (4.59.11) - 4.48.72 es
Katie Jones - JG 800m (2.21.1) - 2.17.73 es
Ella Falk - SG 400m (58.89s) - 57.89s es
Toby Conibear - JB Hammer (35.56m ) - 39.19m es
Tyler Molton - IB Hammer (49.58m) - 50.80m es
Ty Roberts - IB 100m (11.29s) - Silver 4 x 100m - 42.70s NS
Will Hines - IB 100m (11.30s) - - Silver 4 x 100m - 42.70s NS
Chloe Pitts - IG hammer (41.10m) - 42.62m

All the athletes above showed how they were able to raise their performance under
Championship conditions proving they were worthy of their selection.
To sum up the team achieved 1 silver, 2 bronzes, relay silver, 4 individual NS and 1 team NS,
and 12 pbs.

Thank you again for everything.
Lesley Nunn

